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Real Estate Giants: 3 Hudson Boulevard, New York 

By Andrew McIntyre 

Law360, Minneapolis (August 19, 2016, 1:58 PM ET) -- Laying the legal foundation for The Moinian 
Group’s tower at 3 Hudson Boulevard in Manhattan, one of the nation’s tallest under construction, have 
been Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson LLP and Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP, while Katten Muchin 
Rosenman LLP has grabbed work representing American Intercontinental Group Inc. in connection with 
financing for the project. 
 
The project is slated to be completed in 2019 and rise to 1,034 feet, making it the ninth tallest U.S. 
tower being built, according to data from Skyscraper Center. 
 
This article is the second in a weekly series looking at the law firms and lawyers behind the 10 tallest 
U.S. towers under construction: seven in New York and one each in Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
Philadelphia. 
 

 

Source for data and use: Skyscraper Center 
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“3 Hudson Boulevard occupies the best site in the Hudson Yards District, 
the ideal location for a large space user looking to relocate to a premier, 
Class A tower,” Mitchell Moinian, senior vice president of Moinian 
Group, said in a statement emailed to Law360 by a spokesman. “We look 
forward to 3 Hudson Boulevard taking its place among Manhattan’s elite 
properties.” 
 
Although Moinian has owned the land for the project for some time, the 
wheels for the proposed tower started to turn two years ago, when the 
company landed a major loan. 
 
In June 2014, Moinian announced it had received financing from 
companies affiliated with AIG. Moinian did not disclose terms of that 
loan in connection with its announcement. 
 
But Robert J. Sorin of Fried Frank, who got involved with the project two 
years ago to help with the financing, said it was a typical and smooth 
process for the tower that he says is “going to be a major part of what’s 
going up on the West Side.” 
 
“Hudson Yards is a tremendously desirable part of the city right now for 
lots of different types of stakeholders,” added Sorin, who is working on 
various other Hudson Yards buildings, including 30 Hudson Yards, the 
subject of a future story in this series. 
 
The project scored a major coup when it got financing from AIG, which 
had counsel on the matter from Andrew L. Jagoda of Katten Muchin. 
Jagoda declined to comment on that matter. 
 
The project also scored $64.8 million in tax credits from the New York City Industrial Development 
Agency in early 2015. 
 
At the time of those early 2015 tax credits, the project was estimated to cost $1.64 billion and the city 
had estimated that the tower would generate $691 million of benefits. 
 
Moinian was represented in connection with that matter by Melanie Meyers of Fried Frank, who 
couldn't be reached for comment.  
When completed, 3 Hudson Boulevard is slated to be 1.8 million square feet and be Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design platinum-rated. 
 
“One of the things that distinguishes the building is that it is a platinum LEED project,” said Bruce 
Bronster of Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf LLP, who said he’s given Moinian “some general advice” on 
the project, and who has worked on dozens of projects for Moinian. 
 
“It costs significantly more to design and build … this type of building … as opposed to a standard glass 
box,” Bronster said. “The materials are different. The construction is different. There’s maybe a 20 to 30 
percent higher cost.” 
 
The tower, being designed by FX Fowle, will have retail space at the ground level. 

  
A recent rendering of the project 
shows the angular design of the 
tower, particularly for the higher 
floors. Credit: Neoscape 
 



 

 

 
A health club and swimming area is planned for the 48th floor, “executive floors” on levels 49 through 
63, and a sky club above those floors. 
 
While Skyscraper Center describes the building as having office and residential space, the potential 
residential portion of the project is unclear. Early in the planning phase, Moinian filed a plan with New 
York City for 125 condos at the project. Moinian couldn’t be immediately reached for comment on that 
matter. 
 
Avison Young’s Arthur J. Mirante II is working on leasing for the building. 
 
“We’re in discussions with two people, and potentially three, for an anchor tenancy. We need a half-a-
million-square-foot tenant to take the project," Mirante said. 
 
Regardless of who is on the inside, the vision for the project is not just for another building. 
 
“It’s not about putting up a glass box,” Bronster said. “It’s sort of what New York is about. It’s going to 
be one of the architectural gems of the whole West Side." 
 
And shaping that gem has begun; 3 Hudson Boulevard broke ground in May. 
 
“Our foundation is under construction now. ... I think we’re about halfway through our foundation 
work," Mirante said. 
 
Meanwhile, attorneys continue to build management and financing deals. 
 
Sorin said he hopes and expects to be brought back in for work on the project for matters that may 
include additional financing of leasing. 
 
And while Moinian has been piecing together financing, the developer is also working on a construction 
management agreement. 
 
Alexander F. Ferrini III of Olshan Frome is representing Moinian on that anticipated agreement, 
according to a spokeswoman for the law firm. Ferrini couldn’t be immediately reached for comment, 
and further details of the anticipated agreement were not immediately available. 
 
Moinian was represented in connection with financing for the project by Robert J. Sorin of Fried Frank 
Harris Shriver & Jacobson LLP and on the New York tax credit matter by Fried Frank’s Melanie Meyers. 
 
Moinian is represented by Alexander F. Ferrini III of Olshan Frome Wolosky LLP on an anticipated 
construction management agreement. 
 
AIG was represented by Andrew L. Jagoda of Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP. 
 
The previous article in this series looked at the law firms and lawyers involved in 125 Greenwich St. in 
New York. 
 
--Additional reporting by Natalie Rodriguez. Editing by Patricia K. Cole and Kelly Duncan.  
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